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Lupus 101 

What is lupus? 

Lupus is an autoimmune disease which can affect many different parts of the body. 

“Autoimmune” means that the immune system, the body’s defense against infection from 

outside agents and organisms, begins to attack healthy tissues and organs within the body. The 

specific cause of lupus is unknown, though a confluence of genetic and environmental factors 

are suspected. There is currently no cure for lupus. 

Are there different types of lupus?                                                            
There are four different types of lupus: 

 Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE) – the most common form, with a variety of 

symptoms including kidney problems, pulmonary hypertension (high blood pressure in 

the lungs), neurological problems, and cardiovascular problems.  

 Cutaneous Lupus Erythematosus – a form of lupus of the skin, characterized by a 

raised, scaly red rash that does not itch. Roughly 10 percent of these lupus cases 

develop into SLE. Drug-induced Lupus Erythematosus – a rare development from some 

medications which produces lupus-like symptoms. These symptoms usually fade six 

months after the drug regimen is stopped. 

 Neonatal Lupus – a rare form of lupus which sometimes develops in infants of mothers 

with lupus. This form is detectable and treatable before or at birth, and virtually all infants 

of mothers with lupus grow up to be healthy.  

 

Who has lupus?                                                                                                  
The Lupus Foundation of America estimates that 1.5 million Americans have lupus, with 16,000 

more cases diagnosed each year. 90 percent of Americans with lupus are women. Lupus is 

most prevalent among women of child-bearing age, between the ages of 15 and 44. Minority 

populations are especially at risk, and are two to three times more likely to develop the disease. 

 

What causes lupus?                                                                          
No one knows exactly what causes lupus. There is no direct genetic connection, although 

certain ethnicities are more prone to the disease. There is some connection between family 

history of autoimmune disease and lupus, but nothing conclusive. While genes may have 

something do to with the onset of lupus, it usually requires an environmental event, such as an 

infection, an injury, extreme stress, or pregnancy to initiate the occurrence of the disease. 



What symptoms are associated with lupus? 
 Fatigue 

 Severe headaches 

 Swelling and/or pain in joints 

 Swelling in the feet, hands, legs, and/or eyes 

 Anemia (low red blood cell count) 

 Pain when breathing deeply 

 A butterfly-shaped rash on the face, across the cheeks and the nose 

 Sensitivity to light or the sun 

 Hair loss 

 Abnormal blood clotting 

 Fingers turning white or blue when cold 

 Ulcers in the mouth and nose 

 
What are lupus “flares?” 
“Flare” is the term used to describe the onset of a period of increased severity in lupus 
symptoms. The symptoms come and go over time. A flare is when they worsen in the short 
term. Effective treatment and management of flares is critical for diagnosed lupus patients. The 
National Institutes of Health recommend constant medical treatment and communication with 
physicians to recognize the signs of an impending flare and take steps to mitigate its intensity. 
 

 
What is the mission of the Lupus Foundation of America? 
The Lupus Foundation of America is the only national force devoted to solving the mystery of 
lupus, one of the world’s cruelest, most unpredictable and devastating diseases, while giving 
caring support to those who suffer from its brutal impact.  
We envision a life free of lupus.  
 
Our mission is to improve the quality of life for all people affected by lupus through programs of 
research, education, support and advocacy.  
 
We will greatly step up our fundraising efforts to ensure we reach our disease-specific goals: 
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Training 101      

Congratulations on making the decision to get active and start training! The benefits of running 
exceed the physical activity – Running is more than a sport, it is a lifestyle.  
 
For runners who are just getting started, you are about to embark on one of the biggest 
adventures of your life! For runners who have a regimen in place already, we can work on 
refining and clarifying goals and find ways to meet and then surpass them. For experienced 
runners, we can find ways to elevate your goals and identify a strong path forward for crushing 
even your wildest dreams.  
 
Part of the fun of your running adventure will be figuring out what works best for you. The first 
step in any training program is to assess your personal starting point and develop goals and a 
plan based on your schedule, lifestyle and unique approach to running.  
 
Once you have your goals set in stone and your plan in place, we will begin to work on your 
mental game to ensure success. Throughout your training, we encourage you to keep an open 
mind and be adaptable to what works and what does not work for you. Try a little step first, then 
if it works, dive in and see if it truly will make you stronger or faster, or able to run farther, based 
on your specific goals.  

 

 

Tips from Coach Tracy: 

1. Set your intention. Establish clear goals and objectives that create a vision for you to work 

toward is critical. It is important that your goals and objectives are truly meaningful for you and 

within your ability to achieve. Write them down and work every day toward your big personal 

victory!   

 

2. Build a training program that works for you. Your training program should fit your lifestyle 

and line up with your goals. Establish your training program by working in 3-week increments to 

gradually build speed and endurance and then revisit the plan every fourth week to tweak the 

next 3-weeks if necessary.   

 

3. Vary your workouts for added impact and faster results. Build in strength training, core 

and stability exercises, as well as cross training to see benefits in your running faster. This will 

also build your confidence in short order, in addition to helping to prevent injuries.   

 



4. Prevent injuries. Be vigilant in identifying, minimizing, recovering and preventing injuries. 

Most injuries occur early in training programs by increasing speed or distance too quickly 

without sufficient rest days. If aches and pains pop up, address them early and often through 

rest, ice/heat, compression and elevation.  

 

5. Master the mental game. Work toward developing a good attitude for your training and 

recognizing that failures and setbacks are critical opportunities for learning. Developing grit is a 

must. Expanding your thinking of what is possible is non-negotiable, it’s the only way you will 

genuinely change and transform your life.    

 

6. Write it down. Keep a training log of your daily workouts, timeframe, how you felt generally, 

pace/distance, reps/sets, etc. You will have to figure out what works best for you – but it will 

help to chart your progress and give you a reference to go back to and tweak what needs to be 

improved over time.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Running With lupus – Tips from Coach Dan 

 

Many of you on Team Make Your Mark have a close loved one with Lupus, or like me have 

Lupus yourself.  While Lupus looks different in every patient, most rheumatologists will agree 

that if a patient is physically able to exercise, it is good for them and the management of their 

disease.  Stronger muscles and less body fat that come through regular exercise will lessen the 

symptoms for most Lupies. If you aren't having heart issues, or advanced kidney issues, 

exercise like walking and running can make a big difference.  I've had a few periods where my 

chemo treatment hasn't allowed me to run for a few months.  But I was a runner long before I 

got Lupus and have tried to be one for the two years I've battled it -- here are some things I've 

learned: 

 

1.  STAY HYDRATED.  This is important for all runners but EVEN MORE important for runners 

with chronic conditions like Lupus.  Many of the skin and kidney issues Lupies face are 

exacerbated by dehydration.  Even if it's cold outside and you don't sweat much, or you think 

you aren't going that fast -- you are drying out your body when you exercise.  Drink up!  Before, 

during,and after. 

 

2. ASSESS YOUR BODY.  Before I got Lupus, I would roll out of the rack at 5:30 and be on the 

ground running at 5:45.  I'd use the first mile or two to warm up and work out the kinks.  Not 

anymore.  Before I head out, I bend every joint, and test every muscle to see what might be 

sore, tight, or downright painful.  More than a few times I've had to postpone a run because 

even some stretching couldn't work it out.  Aches and pains come and go when you have 

Lupus.  Never too good of an idea to head out if you have one that you can't alleviate. 

 

3.  ASSESS YOUR MIND.  Doctors will always tell people with a chronic condition to listen to 

your body and rest when it's telling you to rest.  This is true!  However, I have learned the 

converse is just as true.  When I have a day that I am feeling great, I immediately begin to plan 

a run ASAP.  I may not feel up to it the next few days, so when I do, I GO!  Being mentally 

prepared to head out and finish a run is a big part of being successful at running with Lupus. 

 

4. MANAGE YOUR EXPECTATIONS.  Much like an athlete who gets older, we have to accept 

the fact that we may longer be able to run the pace, distance, or frequency that we previously 

did.  This is even harder for those of us who were avid runners before the disease hit.  But it 



does not mean our running is "lesser" and that we used to be "better" at it.  It's just 

different.  Even as I write this, I have some trouble accepting it.  But it's true.  We do the best we 

can in the body we have.  This is true even of those without chronic conditions.  We all have a 

floor and a ceiling on what we can do -- comparing ourselves to others, even another version of 

us, isn't fair. 

 

5.  RECOVER WELL.  Many people look at rest and recovery as a break from training.  This is 

false.  Recovery is a HUGE part of the training!  From the moment the run ends, how you 

recover makes a huge difference.  Ice for sore joints, a hot shower or bath for tense muscles, 

electrolytes for hydration.  It is all part of the run being successful -- even if it's afterwards.  A run 

without good recover strategy may leave you in worse shape than before you ran, and cause 

you to miss the next chance.  Plan well! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



YOUR TEAM MAKE YOUR MARK SUPPORT 

TEAM 

 

Stacey Clark 
Fundraising Coach// Team Make Your  
Mark National Manager  
clark@lupus.org // 631.988.8374 
 
Stacey is your go to for all things Team 
Make Your Mark. Whether you have a 
question about fundraising, event 
weekend, or just need some extra 
motivation, Stacey is your woman. She 
will be there every step of the way and is 
committed to seeing you meet your goal 
both on the course and off.  

               (The one in the middle ) 
 

Dan Walmer    
Run/ Walk Coach// Lupus Warrior 
RNR Seattle/ Choose Your Own 

Dan Walmer is a certified Road Runners Club of 

America Marathon coach who has helped 

hundreds of runners to complete their races in the 

last 10 years. He has worked with athletes and 

aspiring athletes at all fitness levels—from those 

walking a 5k for the first time to those running a 

50-mile ultramarathon competitively. Dan loves 

helping seasoned runners improve, but his real 

passion is coaching those who are new to 

running, especially when it is for a personal 

cause. As a person with lupus, nothing is more personal to him than helping solve the 

cruel mystery. 

 

 

mailto:clark@lupus.org


Tracy Cooley 
Run/ Walk Coach 
RNR Philadelphia                                                              
 
Tracy Cooley is a certified Road 

Runners Club of America Marathon 

coach whose running journey 

began more than 20 years ago.  

Since then, she has run dozens of 

marathons and ultramarathons on 

both road and trail. Her 

performance ranges from securing 

podium finishes occasionally to   

missing time cutoffs periodically, but persistence continues to guide                                 

her as a runner. Tracy has worked with the Lupus Foundation of America to raise 

awareness and encourage research toward a cure.  It is this motivation that drives her 

coaching.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Stay Connected 

 

Please join the Team Make Your Mark Facebook 

Page: https://www.facebook.com/groups/1826059247643532 .  This page will be a secondary 

source of information for team members and a way for team members to connect not only with 

the coach, but with each other.  If you don’t use Facebook for anything else, it would still be 

great if you were linked up here. 

 

Don’t forget to join our Lupus Foundation of America National Page: 
https://www.facebook.com/LupusFoundationofAmerica/   
@LupusFoundationofAmerica 
 

 

Share Your Pictures and Posts on LFA National Social Media: 

                                                        

      Twitter:                              Instagram                              Facebook  

       @lupusorg                            @LupusOrg                           @LupusFoundationofAmerica 

 

Hashtags: 

#teammakeyourmark                #markyourmilesmatter 

#runtoendlupus                         #lupusorg 

#lupusadvocacy                        #lupusawareness 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1826059247643532
https://www.facebook.com/LupusFoundationofAmerica/


 
 

FUNDRAISING 101 
You are ready - you’ve registered, you’ve set a goal, your Team Make Your Mark page 
is online...so now what? The two most difficult parts of fundraising, are figuring out 
where to start, and asking for donations from people. This section will try to address 
these issues, and help you with some of the basics of starting a fundraising campaign.  

 

Where to Get Started… 
 

1. Story. Telling your story is one of the most important things you can do. Why 
you’re running or walking matters to your donors. It helps people connect with 
your campaign, and that makes them more likely to help you out! It also helps us 
tell the story of lupus and raise awareness on this cruel and mysterious disease.  

 
2. Why are you running for Team Make Your Mark? If you meet someone in an 

elevator for the first time, how would you explain it to them? This answer should 
be reflected in your text on your fundraising page as well as any events you 
organize or appeals you make. 

 
3. Stay Organized. Start your campaign by sitting down and creating a plan for 

yourself. Write down a list of people you can ask for donations from (we 
recommend starting with 30-50), create fundraiser ideas, figure out how you can 
implement you strategies and when, etc. Making a game plan and a budget is a 
great way to keep you on track, even if you deviate a little, the list is a good 
jumping off point. Not sure where to begin with a plan? Contact Stacey at 
clark@lupus.org for help. 

 
4. Social media is your friend! Peer-to-peer fundraising online has become more 

successful as social media sites have grown in popularity. Facebook, Instagram 
Twitter, videos, posts, pictures -- all of these are great ways to share your 
campaign with friends and family. There are some ideas for online fundraising in 
the social media section of the kit. 
 

5. Start thinking about the “who”. As in, who are you going to ask for donations 
from? Think about every avenue of your life. Where do you eat, work out, go to 
church/temple/mosque, and hang out? You know more people than you may 
realize and every little bit helps. People are your greatest resource. They can 
help you by donating, spreading the word, and volunteering at fundraising 
events. Don’t be afraid to ask for help! It’s a good cause, and the worst they can 
do is say no. 

 

mailto:clark@lupus.org


 
 

6. Send requests. Now that you’ve figured out the “who”, it’s time to work on the 
“how”. Figure out how you’ll ask for donations, and then sort your contacts into 
those categories. For example, you could ask close friends and family members 
for donations by talking to them in person, or writing a personal letter/ email 
(examples provided on page X). For less intimate friends, you can focus on your 
social media posts for requests. Check out the rest of the kit for some specific 
examples and ideas on how to ask. 

 
7. Stray from your comfort zone. If you’re a little nervous about asking for money 

(totally natural!), it helps to start with the people you’re most comfortable with. 
You’ll figure out how to ask, what to say, and you’ll build up confidence. Don’t 
give up once you’ve reached the end of your comfort zone, though. Use what 
you’ve learned from your close friends and family to help you reach out to other 
people in your community. 

 
8. Say “thank you”. It sounds so obvious, doesn’t it? We draw specific attention to 

the “thank you”, because it is SO important. Make sure to thank your donors as 
soon as possible! Examples of letters, emails, and social media posts are 
provided. Thank you’s aren’t just polite; they can help you spread your campaign 
to more people. This is especially true on social media. For example, if you tag a 
donor in a thank you post, you’re sharing with your campaign with all of their 
friends. They might just be more tempted to donate! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Getting Organized: 
As we mentioned above, putting together a game plan can be a great place to start. 
Figure out how many people would have to donate to your campaign at a specific 
amount in order for you to meet your goal. For example, if your goal is $1250, then 50 
people would have to donate $25 for you to meet your goal. Having a plan 
can make the goal less daunting. 
 

Be realistic! Not everyone can afford to make a huge donation, but if you spread out 

the amounts based on what you know of your target group, you’ve got a good start.  
Include things like events that you intend to host, matching gifts, and 
possible company donations.  
 

 

 
 
Matching Gifts 
Many companies offer a gift matching program to their employees. This is 
a great way to double a donation. Some donors may be willing to ask their 
companies to match their donation. 
 
It’s important to keep in mind, however, that matching gifts are often issued 
at specific intervals throughout the year. Although it could take months to receive the 
check, we are able to add the match total to your fundraising total once the match 
request has been accepted and confirmed by the Lupus Foundation of America.  
 
Be sure to ask your donors if their employers match. This is a great way to double or 
even triple your donations! 
 
IMPORTANT: Please make sure that the National branch of Lupus Foundation of 
America is chosen.  2121 K Street NW, Suite 200, Washington DC 20037. Please also 
make sure that your name and Team Make Your Mark is mentioned in the notes or 
memo.  
 



 
 

 

Getting the Message Out:  
Email/ Letter Writing Campaign 
 
Without question, personal outreach to your network is the most successful 
way to fundraise. 
 
This letter/email should include the following: 
 
• What are you doing? Tell your network about the event you are taking on, what it will 
take to cross the finish line and when/where the event will take place.  
 
• Why are you doing it? The story of why you are running is very important. Tell the 
world; embrace it. Be sure to include your personal connection to lupus and why this 
is important to you. 
 
• Keep it short and concise. One page or less it best. 
 
• Include your goal. Aim high! Our team events have a minimum commitment of $1250 
and Choose Your Own $500. but we encourage you to drive for the maximum! That will 
be different for everyone – but aiming for $1,500 is a great place to start. 
 
• Include a deadline. Be sure to include a deadline for raising your goal – people 
respond to dates and deadlines. 
 
• Why are you doing it? The story of why you are running is very important. Tell the 
world; embrace it. Be sure to include your personal connection to lupus and why this 
is important to you. 
 
• Be clear with how to donate. .Make sure you include information about where to 
send donations how to donate. They can donate directly through your Team Make Your 
Mark page (include the link) or send a check made out to Lupus Foundation of America 
to you. Once you receive it, you can track it for your records, update your fundraising 
center and submit it to the LFA office.  
 
• Don’t be dry. You want to be engaging. Try adding a photo or some humor to it. Have 
your ask reflect you! 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 

Getting the Message Out:  
Social Media Fundraising  
 
For those of you who are new to social media fundraising - or fundraising in general - 
you might be wondering how to use it as a tool. Some may feel uncomfortable asking 
people on their Facebook friends list, because you may not be 
close to many of them. Others could be wondering if it’s really 
worth the effort, when they already have a plan to host a 
fundraiser or start an email campaign.  
 
Social media is a great way to layer in the ongoing story of what 
you are doing.  
 
Different posts could include: 
• What you are doing 
• How is training going? 
• Highlight specific milestones you have achieved (furthest 
distance run or walked) 
• Celebrate donations and achievements 
 
 
A few pro tips on social media: 
 
• Include pictures ESPECIALLY TRAINING PICTURES AND PICTURES OF WHO 
YOU ARE RUNNING/ WALKING FOR. They really are worth a 
thousand words and help to bring your story to life. You could 
turn your training pictures into a fundraising series, like 
“Training Tuesdays” or “Selfie Sundays” and keep a weekly 
update going of your training efforts! Even if it’s just a shot of 
you zonked out post-run, show people that you are serious 
about getting to your goal.  
 
• Tracking your progress is a great way to engage your 
friends, family, and coworkers, and to keep you on track. 
 
• ALWAYS include the link to your fundraising page.  
 
• Post often to increase the likelihood that your friends and 
likely contributors see what you are up to. 
 



 
 

Additional Fundraising Tactics 
Online fundraising and email techniques are important and fairly low maintenance ways 
to raise money but they are not the only way to do it. 
 

Here are a few ideas: 
 
Host a fun event 
You’ve got endless options for fundraising events. Host a potluck, movie night, bake 
sale, wine tasting, birthday fundraiser, karaoke party, bar night or trivia night at your 
home or at a venue like the park or a local eatery (many bars and restaurants offer 
discounts for fundraisers and charity events). Invite your community, colleagues, family 
and friends to enjoy something fun in exchange for a set donation to be collected at the 
door. 
Check out our Team Make Your Mark Fundraising Guide for a how to on planning 
events.  
 
50/50 RAFFLE ON YOUR FINISH TIME 
Have your family and friends place bets on your finish time. Whoever guesses the right 
time that you finish wins 50% of the money you collected. 
The other 50% goes toward your campaign and fundraising efforts. 
 
SPONSORSHIP OF YOUR SHIRT/ ARM/BACK 
Use your race day shirt to raise funds for your campaign by offering to write names of 
donors who give X amount on your singlet, jacket, or arms. 
 
CORPORATE SPONSORSHIP 
Has your company expressed interest in supporting you? Do you know someone who 
owns their own business? Corporate sponsorships are a bit harder to come by but make 
a big splash when you do. If you are interested in sponsorship opportunities, contact 
Stacey at clark@lupus.org. 
 
FANTASY SPORTS LEAGUE 
Add a charitable incentive to your fantasy league this season by dedicating your fantasy 
team to your Team Make Your Mark campaign and fundraising efforts. 
 
HAVE AN AUCTION OR YARD SALE 
Invite friends, family, and colleagues to donate items people can bid on or buy at your 
auction or yard sale. A twist on this idea would be to collect 
specific types of items and have a themed sale. If your campaign is going on during 
prom season, ask friends to donate their old suits, or prom, bridesmaid, or cocktail 
dresses and host a fashion show at a local school or church. 
The possibilities are endless… 

http://b.3cdn.net/lupus/ab49b78fb9411c93a4_hdm6bx8xq.pdf
mailto:clark@lupus.org


 
 

SAYING THANK YOU  
Now that the donations are in, it’s time to say thank you.  Thanking your donor isn’t just 
about being polite. It’s also about making them feel appreciated, spreading awareness 
beyond your own network, and building a community of generosity.  
 

 Handwrite a note 

 Tag your donors on Facebook, Twitter, or other social platforms (Tagging a friend 
means everyone in their network sees your campaign? 

 Send them a picture from the finish line! Let them see how their support has 
helped Make Your Miles Matter. 

 Don’t Wait too long to send your thank you. Speed is important because the 
longer you wait, the more likely your donor will forget they donated, and the less 
sincere your thank-you seems. 

 Don’t forget to tell them where there money is going. Thanks to their support, the 
fight against lupus is possible.  

 
 
 

Offline Donations 
If you are taking donations in person instead of through your Team Make Your Mark 
page, that’s great, too! It’s easy to turn in an “offline” donation. Just follow these simple 
steps. 
 

Check 
To submit a check donation: 

1. Have the check writer make the check out to: Lupus Foundation of America.  
 
2. Write your name and Team Make Your Mark in the memo. This will help us 

categorize your donations and attribute it directly to you.  
 

3. Some checks do not have the account owner’s address on them. If your donor 
wants a tax receipt, we need to have their address. Make sure that if it isn’t 
included on the check, that you attach a note with that information. 
 

4. Send the check(s) to our National  office: 
  Lupus Foundation of America 

Attention TEAM MAKE YOUR MARK/(include participant name here) 
2121 K Street NW, Suite 200 
Washington DC 20037 

 
 



 
 

 
FAQs  
Will my cash/check donation be added to my online fundraising page? 
Adding offline donations to your fundraising page is something that can be done through 
your Fundraising Center. Please be sure to update your page  
As checks come in so everyone can see your progress. Once they are received by the 
National Office they will officially be counted towards your goal 
 
When will I know that you got the donations I sent in? 
Since all donations go to our donations department, the best way to track your checks is 
to follow up. Please contact Stacey at clark@lupus.org to make sure your donations 
have been received.  
 
Can I combine cash donations and send them to you in a personal check? 
Absolutely. Cash can be cumbersome, and sending a lot at once doesn’t always make 
sense. You can cash those donations in your personal bank account, and send us a 
check for the amount cashed. Make sure that you include the list of donor names, 
amounts donated, and addresses, though. That way everyone gets credit for the money 
they donated and receives a tax receipt if they want one. Cash donations can also be 
made directly through your website.  
 
 
 
 

mailto:clark@lupus.org
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